The nine beatitudes are the seed for positive human karma, they represent nine levels of sanctification of the spirit-permeated human being of the future.

In his last lecture, Rudolf Steiner indicated that a world crisis was upon us. As we have seen from current events, humanity is increasingly presented with a wide range of issues of moral concern—for example, with regard to our health and freedom, as well as the well-being of Mother Earth. As the tension seems to be mounting, it becomes increasingly important that we come to understand the spiritual reality behind this, and through this awakening to equip ourselves to be guided through it. This world crisis is of such magnitude that humanity cannot, of its own accord, resolve it. We need the help of the spiritual world. The process of coming to know the guiding spiritual beings who work into world evolution is complex and far-reaching. In this workshop we will have the possibility of coming into a resonance with higher spiritual beings as we dance cosmic dances to create an etheric temple here on earth into which they can work.
Choreocosmos – from the Greek meaning cosmic dance:

- Comprises dancing the patterns of the starry heavens and also movement to sacred texts, prayers, and liturgies
- Derives from the cosmic aspects of eurythmy, an art form introduced to the world by Rudolf Steiner during the first quarter of the twentieth century, bringing to expression – through movement and gesture – the invisible life forces of the cosmos and nature
- Awakens healing rhythms and harmonies through the gestures and forms of eurythmy
- Attunes participants to the cosmic dimension of Divine Love and Divine Wisdom, offering a path toward spiritual awakening and cultivating an awareness of the weaving together of the holy substance of Love and the divine essence of Wisdom foundational to all creation

In eurythmy we are renewing the primeval temple dance of the Mysteries, mirroring the dance of the stars...of that which was spoken...from heaven down to human beings. One must once again discover...the essence of spiritual knowledge. ~Rudolf Steiner

Located in the Trentino Alps, about ½ hour south–east of Trient/Trento, the Casa di Salute Raphael is a spa hotel which is responsible for the medicinal application of the famous Levico water spoken of by Rudolf Steiner as being imbued with cosmic forces. The medical doctors running the hotel work on the basis of Rudolf Steiner’s indications, and therapies include eurythmy, massage, bathing in the Levico water, etc. The hotel is in a beautiful location and has a large hall suitable for cosmic dance.

After arriving at Casa di Salute on Sunday, 4 August, dinner will be at 7:00 PM, followed by introductions and an outline/overview of the program for the week. Departure after breakfast on the morning of Friday, 9 August 2019.

Please note that because this is taking place at the peak summer season, it is advisable to book rooms as early as possible.
INTERNATIONAL CHOREOCOSMOS WEEK
CASA DI SALUTE RAPHAEL, RONCEGNO, ITALY
DAILY PROGRAM FROM 4–9 August 2019
(In English and German, with translation into Italian by Uberta Sebregondi)

8:00 AM  Breakfast
9:00 AM  Morning Meditation in Eurythmy and other Meditations
9:30 AM  Cosmic Dances of *The Nine Beatitudes*
10:45 AM  Break
11:15 AM  *The School of Christ*
12:30 PM  Break
1:00 PM  Lunch
2:00 PM  Break
3:00 PM  *The School of Christ*
4:15 PM  Break
4:45 PM  Cosmic Dances of *The Nine Beatitudes*
6:00 PM  Break
7:00 PM  Dinner
8:30 PM  Celebration/Musical Meditation (on some evenings)

On the last day of seminar, Thursday, 8 August, a graduation ceremony will take place. Cosmic Dance classes (morning & afternoon) will be taught by Robert Powell, working with the seven planets in the twelve zodiacal signs/constellations to bring to expression the honoring of Christ’s sacrifice on Golgotha in relation to his Second Coming in our time, giving birth to a new culture based on Divine Love and Mercy.

On some evenings at 8:30 PM there will be celebrations/meditations with music.


COSTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CHOREOCOSMOS WEEK
[see D, E, F, G below for costs of the Choreocosmos Graduates Gathering]

A: COST OF COURSE INCLUDING ACCOMMODATION FOR FIVE NIGHTS (4-9 August) AND ALL MEALS AT CASA DI SALUTE RAPHAEL:
   700 Euro double room; 750 Euro single room

B: COST OF INDIVIDUAL MEALS AT CASA DI SALUTE RAPHAEL:
   30 Euro per meal

C: COST OF COURSE WITHOUT ACCOMMODATION AND WITHOUT MEALS:
   300 Euro

PLEASE SEND YOUR REGISTRATION BY 30 JUNE 2018. DEPENDING UPON THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS, A REDUCTION IN COST MAY BE POSSIBLE FOR EARLY REGISTRATION. A PLACE WILL BE RESERVED FOR YOU UPON RECEIPT OF THE REGISTRATION FORM

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS, PLEASE PHONE OR EMAIL SALLY ELLIS-JONES,
   MOBILE PHONE: +39-348-210-6251             [country code for Italy: 39]
   EMAIL: sally.ellis.jones@gmail.com

Please note that because this is taking place at the peak summer season, it is advisable to book rooms as early as possible.

REGISTRATION FORM
INTERNATIONAL CHOREOCOSMOS WEEK
4 AUGUST– 9 AUGUST 2019

Name:
Address:
Phone number, Email:
Cost (please indicate A, B or C):
Reduced cost for registrations received by 30 June may be possible:
Total:
Amount due on 4 August:

Please send your registration form to: Sally Ellis-Jones, Email: sally.ellis.jones@gmail.com
Via della Polla 44, 38052 Caldonazzo (TN), Tel: +39-0461-724893 Cell: +39-348-210-6251

[see D, E, F, G below for costs of the Choreocosmos Graduates Gathering – see also separate announcement regarding the Choreocosmos Graduates Gathering]
COSTS FOR THE CHOREOCOSMOS GRADUATES GATHERING

IF YOU ARE ATTENDING THE CHOREOCOSMOS WEEK (4–9 AUGUST) – OR IF YOU ARE NOT ATTENDING THE CHOREOCOSMOS WEEK AND ARE STAYING AT CASA DI SALUTE RAPHAEL FOR TWO NIGHTS (9-11 AUGUST) – SEE D.

IF YOU ARE NOT ATTENDING THE CHOREOCOSMOS WEEK AND ARE STAYING FOR THREE NIGHTS AT CASA DI SALUTE RAPHAEL (8-11 AUGUST) – SEE E.

D: COST OF COURSE INCLUDING ACCOMMODATION FOR TWO NIGHTS AND ALL MEALS AT CASA DI SALUTE RAPHAEL:

- 260 Euro double room; 280 Euro single room

E: COST OF COURSE INCLUDING ACCOMMODATION FOR THREE NIGHTS AND ALL MEALS AT CASA DI SALUTE RAPHAEL:

- 340 Euro double room; 370 Euro single room

F: COST OF INDIVIDUAL MEALS AT CASA DI SALUTE RAPHAEL:

- 30 Euro per meal

G: COST OF COURSE WITHOUT ACCOMMODATION AND WITHOUT MEALS:

- 100 Euro

IF YOUR REGISTRATION IS RECEIVED BY 30 JUNE 2018, DEPENDING UPON THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS, THERE MAY POSSIBLY BE A REDUCTION FOR EARLY REGISTRATIONS. A PLACE WILL BE RESERVED FOR YOU UPON RECEIPT OF THE REGISTRATION FORM.

IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS, PLEASE PHONE OR EMAIL SALLY ELLIS-JONES,

MOBILE PHONE: +39-348-210-6251 [country code for Italy: 39]
EMAIL: sally.ellis.jones@gmail.com

Please note that because this is taking place at the peak summer season, it is advisable to book rooms as early as possible.

REGISTRATION FORM
CHOREOCOSMOS GRADUATES GATHERING
8-11 AUGUST

Name
Address
Phone number, Email

Cost (please indicate D, E, F or G):

Reduced cost for registrations received by 30 June may be possible:

Total:

Amount due on 9 August:

Please send your registration form to: Sally Ellis-Jones, Email:sally.ellis.jones@gmail.com
Via della Polla 44, 38052 Caldonazzo (TN), Tel: +39-0461-724893 Cell: +39-348-210-6251